Robust sensorless vector control of an induction machine using Multiobjective Adaptive Fuzzy Luenberger Observer.
This paper presents an inherent speed estimation scheme associated to the Indirect Field Oriented Control in case of Induction motor sensorless control. Indeed, through the design of a Multiobjective Adaptive Fuzzy Luenberger Observer, the speed sensorless control issue even at low speed, the observer poles' assignment issues and the speed estimation's sensitivity to rotor resistance uncertainties issue are treated concurrently. First of all, the structure of the proposed Takagi-Sugeno adaptive observer is described. Secondly, based on Lyapunov theory, observer gains are designed and a fuzzy speed estimation scheme is provided. The design's objectives consist of minimizing the sensitivity of the proposed observer to rotor resistance uncertainties (using the L2 techniques) and to guarantee a specified observer dynamic performances through a D-stability analysis. The design conditions are formulated into Linear Matrix Inequalities terms. Finally, experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed results regardless of uncertainties in the rotor resistance.